Traditional transaction processing aims in delivering the ACID properties (Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation, Durability) 
INTRODUCTION
In network centric information systems, where applications are partitioned into several tiers (e.g. presentation, logic and data), transactions offer the mechanisms needed to reach a mutually agreed outcome, which will be observed consistently across the transaction participants. Transaction processing is expected to offer the typical or relaxed ACID guarantees (Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation and Durability) [1] in diverse and often heterogeneous computational environments with different requirements.
In web information systems for example, there is a need to reduce the amount of concurrency within an application, due to the unpredictable network latency. The solutions that cope with this problem [2] belong to a category of transaction models that are called advanced transaction models. In mobile computing, transaction processing faces frequent disconnections between clients and servers, as well as rigid resource constraints in processing power, memory and battery capacity. Moreover, there is a need to transfer responsibility of transaction management from one server to another upon handoffs. As a consequence of these problems, we are interested in transaction models [3] , where resources acquired within a transaction can be released, before the transaction is completed (e.g. nested transactions, splitjoin transactions etc).
Implementing transaction processing is a complex task, due to the need to handle both synchronous and asynchronous transaction events that implies immense bookkeeping to achieve the intended behavior.
To the best of our knowledge, the ACID Model Checker and Code Generator is the first attempt to cope with this problem, by automatic verification of the transaction model of interest and by generating event management code. The presented tool was developed in the framework of ACID Sim Tools [4, 5] , which is an integrated simulation environment for studying the performance and recovery tradeoffs in transaction processing architectures (e.g. [6] and [7] ). However, our contribution can potentially ease the development of transaction management systems and its applicability extends beyond ACID Sim Tools. The fundamental difference of our approach, when compared with a widespread model checker like SPIN [8] , is the capability of generating code for the management of transaction events. In fact, instead of verifying an abstract model of the transaction processing system, we provide a verified implementation of it. This is similar to the compiler generators' concept, where the tool checks the syntax specification and subsequently generates a complete parser by integrating appropriate user-supplied code. Section 2 lays the foundations for a state-machine based specification of a transaction model. This specification is necessary both for model-checking and code generation.
In section 3, we present the adopted approach for defining the transaction events generated by the operations declared in the described specification. This definition is required for verifying the intended transaction guarantees. Section 4 describes the path exploration algorithm for proving the correctness properties of interest. Section 5 shows the model checking of correctness properties for a 2PC protocol implementation. Section 6 describes the code generation for the ACID Sim Tools environment and the paper concludes with a section on related work and an overview of the overall contribution and the future research prospects.
SPECIFYING TRANSACTION MODELS
A transaction model is defined in terms of different roles, where each role is specified as a non-deterministic state machine. The two roles encountered in the 2PC protocol, for example, are the transaction coordinator and the worker. In nested transactions, we distinguish between parent and child transactions, thus resulting in four different roles, i.e. two roles for the parent transactions and another two roles for the child transactions. In most advanced transaction models we normally have more than two roles.
Non-determinism generally provides a convenient form of specification and therefore it is also used by the input specification languages of most well-known model checkers [8] . In our case, non-deterministic role specification is the only feasible approach, because state transitions in transaction models may be determined based on information that is available only at runtime. For example, when the coordinator in the 2PC protocol collects the workers' votes for an ongoing transaction, either sends the decision made for the transaction (if it has already got all workers' votes) or waits for the remaining votes. As we will see in Section 4, our analysis resolves this non-determinism by taking into account the already executed state transitions.
In a role specification, the alphabet of the state machine is the set of all possible transaction events. Beyond the change in the current state, a transition for a given event also invokes one or more operations. An invoked operation in turn, creates or cancels transaction events or simply performs an assigned computation.
The transition relations for all roles are specified in a text file with five (5) comma-separated columns:
Role: The first column defines the state machine, in which the specified transition is part of. If we refer to the simplest transaction model, i.e. the 2PC protocol with only two roles, these roles are represented by "c" for the coordinator and "w" for the worker. The wildcard symbol "_" is used in transitions that belong to all transaction roles. Line 2 defines a state transition from ST_EMPTY that for all roles specifies the initial state. This transition includes an event called INIT, which is the only event that is not caused by an operation of some transition. In fact, this event is sent by the transaction management system to start the processing of a transaction. Operation sendInitLog appends a log entry in stable storage for recovery purposes. If the log entry is successfully stored, the coordinator state machine receives the event INIT_LOGGED, which is not shown in the given excerpt.
The transition of line 3 is a typical example of a message that is ignored. Transitions that do not have any impact in the execution of the specified model are required to be explicitly defined, in order to ensure that there are no neglected transitions that may be feasible in certain circumstances. One of the uses of the ACID Model
Checker is to detect forgotten state transitions, which may be attributed to design flaws or specification omissions. Table 1 describes all states of the specification of the 2PC protocol. Figure 1 visualizes the state transitions of a 2PC worker and Figure 2 shows the coordinator state machine (that also acts as a worker for the jobs processed locally The specification shown in this section suffices for generating code for the management of transaction events. This code, together with the user-provided code for the named operations yields a complete implementation of the 2PC transaction model. However, the provided information allows only trivial checks, such as the existence of unreachable states. For more sophisticated checks we also need to provide information regarding the creation and cancelling of transaction events, as a consequence of state transition operations. 
SPECIFYING TRANSACTION EVENTS
Beyond the INIT event, which is sent by the transaction management system, all other events are created by an operation invoked in one or more state transitions. This ensures that every possible event is a consequence of a past state transition. For model checking purposes, path exploration requires that apart from the state transition relation described in the previous section, we also have to complement the specification with the events generated or cancelled in each state transition operation. All operations that either create or cancel an event are specified in a text file with four (4) Receiver: The role of the event consumer (in 2PC it may be either "c" or "w").
Sender:
The event producer, which may be either a specified role or any other implementation specific component. In 2PC for example, the necessary transaction processing components are concurrency control denoted by lc[r] and stable storage, denoted by lg [r] , where r ∈ {"c", "w"}).
A specification excerpt taken from the 2PC implementation for the ACID Sim Tools follows: At this point, we have a complete specification of the transaction model of interest, with two sources of nondeterminism. The first source is the role specification, where non-determinism is introduced as discussed in the previous section and the second source is the operations with non-deterministic event production, as the one shown in line 6. Path exploration for model checking correctness properties is possible, only if these two kinds of non-determinism are resolved.
PATH EXPLORATION
Path exploration is implemented in Haskell. It is based on computing the reachability graph for the synchronized product of the role state machines [9] . Reachable states are accessed,
• through the manipulation of a list of produced transaction events, that from now on will be called future event list (fev) • by consuming all events in fev produced by implementation specific components -not roles -in FIFO order. At the same time, reachable states include all possible event interleavings in fev, for all events produced by the specified roles • by synchronizing the cartesian product of the defined state machines, on the basis of a set of synchronizing events [8] including all messages exchanged by the protocol participants.
Figure 3. Reachability Graph for the Synchronized Product of the Role State Machines
Let us consider the partial reachability graph derived from the synchronized product of roles "c" and "w" shown in Figure 3 that displays the first transitions of "c" for 2PC (specification of section 2). All edges are labeled with pairs, where the first item denotes the consumed event that causes the transition and the second item is the updated fev list. Event TIMEOUT in the fev of the first transition is produced by "c" and INIT_LOGGED is produced by the "lgc" component. The reachability graph includes all possible interleavings between the two events in the list:
• One possible transition takes place by first consuming the TIMEOUT event. The event is removed from the previous fev and its name becomes the first item of the new transition label. The updated fev now includes ABORT_ LOGGED that is produced by the operation invoked by the executed transition.
• The other transition takes place by first consuming the INIT_LOGGED event.
The fev of the first mentioned transition now includes two events sent by an implementation specific component that is not a role, but provides log recording in stable storage. These two events in fev will be consumed in FIFO order.
The complete reachability graph of the synchronized product of the 2PC roles contains far more paths than the graphs of individual roles. The large number of paths justifies the need for automatic verification, due to the considerable complexity of even this simple case of 2PC.
Algorithm for exploring maximal paths (path_explorer)

Input:
• A tupple (qr, fevr) for each role r, where qr is the current local state and fevr the local future event list. Item qr is initialized with the initial state of the role state machine and fevr is initialized with [].
• A list r_trans with the transitions specified as described in Section 2 for all roles.
• A list ops with the operations specified as described in Section 3.
• The event ev consumed for the triggered transition (first consumed event is called INIT).
• then we have a non-deterministic definition, which must be resolved by a user-supplied predicate over path.
For each transition t : (
' r ev r⎯→ ⎯ ) ∉ path, let evt be the set of events caused by the operations in ops for transition t. If some operation of t produces more than one event, then a user-supplied predicate over path selects the valid events in this context. A path is a sequence of state transitions and is maximal, if the source state of the first transition is an initial role state and there is no event to be consumed from the target state of the last transition in the path.
If a transaction correctness property is violated in a nonmaximal path, say path, this does not imply that the property is also violated in some maximal path prefixed by path, because path does not represent a complete execution. Therefore, all correctness properties are checked upon the maximal paths of the synchronized product, which are computed by the recursive algorithm path_explorer.
We note that path_explorer utilizes two user-defined predicates in steps 1 and 2 to resolve the two sources of non-determinism discussed previously.
Our tool detects all non-deterministic state transitions and operations and prompts the user to define an appropriate predicate over path. The non-determinism is thus resolved according to the semantics of the transaction model. In 2PC, we have only five (5) cases of nondeterminism caused by the state transitions of the coordinator (c) and one (1) caused by an operation.
For example, when role c collects the votes, it may either decide the outcome of the ongoing transaction or wait for the votes of the remaining workers. For model checking purposes it suffices to assume the minimum number of participants materializing the interaction between the roles. An appropriate predicate examines the previous transitions recorded in path and determines if the required number of votes is collected.
The non-determinism of nextWorkerJob (see the specification excerpt of section 3) that produces either the event FIRST_JOB or START_JOB, is resolved by examining if the event FIRST_JOB exists in path. If FIRST_JOB is found in path, then the operation produces event START_JOB, otherwise the event produced is FIRST_JOB. From our experience, definition of the discussed predicates is straightforward. In 2PC, let us consider the correctness property:
MODEL CHECKING TRANSACTION GUARANTEES
"Workers conform to the decision of the coordinator, which is either commit or abort." The two predicates shown in the following Haskell code excerpt, when combined by OR, result in a predicate that verifies the aforementioned property.
Beyond function exists, we also defined function preceed, which is used to express temporal relations. Other correctness properties that were verified are:
• Workers and the coordinator reach exactly one of two possible decisions -abort or commit.
• The commit decision can be reached, only if all participants have voted "commit".
• Participants eventually reach a decision, even in the presence of communication or system failures.
CODE GENERATION
Although code generation is specific to the ACID Sim Tools framework, we believe that the general principles are the same for any potential implementation of a transaction management system. The ACID Sim Tools framework provides a state-machine-guided transaction execution mechanism. Our mechanism uses the verified event management code, which is automatically generated from the descriptions introduced in sections 2 and 3.
At runtime, the transaction execution mechanism monitors an ongoing transaction in terms of the traversed protocol-specific states of the provided state machine. The state transitions invoke the code of the associated operations that are implemented in the class hierarchies of ACID Sim Tools for simulating essential services like log recording in stable storage, handling of lock requests for concurrency control and so on.
Upon a transaction request, the receiver coordinates the execution of the transaction by creating a new instance of the class CoordinatorTransactionFsm, which acts as a transaction execution monitor. The class hierarchy of Figure 4 provides the needed abstractions for monitoring the execution of the simulated transactions. Fsm is the base class that implements read/write access to the current state. TransactionFsm provides additional information related to the transaction class, the set of jobs executed on the server and data used for drawing statistics. When a transaction monitor controls the actions of a coordinator module, it is an instance of class CoordinatorTransactionFsm that encapsulates a pointer to a Transaction object, the number of transaction managers expected to acknowledge the decision and two sets of identifiers: the first set contains transaction managers that have acknowledged the decision and the second set contains the transaction managers that voted for the transaction outcome.
Specifications for generating transaction execution monitors define non-deterministic state machines. The code generator detects non-deterministic state transitions, when there are two or more transitions from a given state triggered by the same event. An appropriate handler method is produced that returns the next state by resolving non-determinism at runtime. The method's name is created by concatenating the label of the outgoing state with the event name and accepts as parameter either a CoordinatorTransactionFsm or in case of worker processing a TransactionFsm. For example, if there is non-determinism for state ST_VOTES and event VOTED, the generated handler method is called resolveVotesVoted.
RELATED WORK
Related work regarding verification of correctness properties for transaction models is presented in [10] . In that article, the authors use the Temporal Logic of Actions for verifying the Web Services Atomic Transaction protocol. Code generation is not addressed.
CONCLUSION
The ACID Model Checker and Code Generator delivers provably correct implementations of traditional or advanced transaction models. We presented the adopted approach for specifying, model checking and eventually generating code for the management of transaction events. Our proposal was demonstrated by the implementation of the 2PC transaction model in the ACID Sim Tools framework. We described how the well-known 2PC correctness properties are verified in our tool.
In the near future, we plan to release the ACID Model Checker and Code Generator as open source software available at the ACID Sim Tools web site [4] . Also, we are going to investigate the possibility to utilize the constructs of the ACTA formalism [11] for the specification and verification of advanced transaction models in our state machine based approach.
